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End of Term Letter
Headmaster

Dear Students, Parents, Carers and Friends of Wallington County Grammar School,

Well here we are in the final days of an astonishing year. Those students in Y10 and the L6th who have been invited in for
lessons have walked out of our School gates to head home on deserted busses whilst their teachers are busy planning
remote lessons for tomorrow. Having just glanced at Show My Homework, I can see that Y9s were working hard with Ms

Gabriella at 8.40 this morning on Google Meet revising their Spanish vocabulary, Y10 have logged in for an online maths
surgery with Mr Bhandari, poor Y8 have had an end of unit assessment with Mr Davies (I hope you smashed it out of the
park boys) and Y7 have been designing their own Minecraft character using key design principles in DT with Mr
Cameron. Y11 are forging on with their Bridging Work and Ms Bird has spent the day answering your questions via email
whilst I am sure the U6th are desperately hoping that a flight corridor opens up to that wonderful holiday destination you
have booked with your friends to celebrate the end of your school careers. An astonishing year indeed, and one that we
finish having learned so much about ourselves in terms of our resilience, bravery, our ability to adapt and the importance
of our families and friends.

Unfortunately for me, I have spent the day in screaming pain. Mr Robertson managed to convince me to run 10km with
him this week which, as I am sure you will be aware by now, contributed to his aim of running 1000km in 100 days in

support of the cancer charity Clic Sargent which is doing such a wonderful job of supporting our Head Boy, Sachin, who is
currently beating bone cancer. So far, he has raised over £13,000 and we are all so incredibly proud of both him and
Sachin for the shining example of our values that they are setting. If you do wish to donate to such a wonderful cause you
can do so by following this link: https://www.justgiving.com/fundraising/alasdair-robertson7

We have made huge progress in other areas of school life, even with the current pandemic, and my thanks must go to the
staff, students and alumni that have made this possible. We have maintained a rigorous focus on ‘retrieval practice,’
ensuring students are regularly recalling and retrieving information from across the courses they are studying to ensure
this is fresh and accessible for when they need it. Subject Leaders have done fantastic work with their curriculums,
re-designing and re-sequencing them so that they perfectly support students' progression through their programmes of
study. This is also underway in more specific areas with our alumni coming into School to give suggestions of how we can

develop the teaching of black history beyond slavery into emancipation, compensation and all the way to the immigration
of the Windrush generation. Beyond this Miss Boland has been working on our new Y9 Civilisations course which will
include hugely significant past civilisations from across the globe including Mali, Ethiopia, China and India. The student
body has also been supporting us in redesigning our Behaviour, Equal Opportunities and Child Protection Policies to
ensure they are even clearer on how discrimination in all of its forms is prevented, educated against, investigated and
tackled. Mention must also go to Mr Barwrick who has been a force of nature in his delivery of a superb curriculum of
clubs and societies that have continued, even in lockdown. This year, we hosted 79 different clubs at the School and we
very much look forward to seeing this area continue to flourish next year.
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As ever at this time of year, we must say goodbye to some much loved staff:
Mrs Lenaghan our Careers Lead, joined the School in 2015 as our Co-curricular Learning Coordinator. Since then she
has developed our careers guidance, work experience provision, enrichment programme and activities week. This will
also be her last edition of The Record. Mrs Lenaghan will be moving to Sutton High School to take up the position of Head
of Careers.
Miss Pushpanathan joined the School in 2015 as a teacher of mathematics. Since then, she became Assistant Subject
Leader of Mathematics, overseeing Y9-11, and a member of our Learning Strategy Team. As part of the latter, she
developed whole School teaching and learning policy including our current drive on retrieval practice. Miss

Pushpanathan will be moving to Japan to teach at the British School in Tokyo.
Mrs French joined the School in 2016 as a teacher of English and Latin. Having just had her first child, she has decided
to take a break from teaching to spend more time with her family.
Miss Khan joined us in 2016 as a teacher of biology. Since then, she led the department with great distinction during the
absence of Miss Farlow. Miss Khan will also be moving to Japan to teach at the British School in Tokyo.
Mr McLaughlin joined the School in 2016 as a teacher of English. Since then, he has worked as Assistant Subject Leader
of English, Housemaster of Carew and Sixth Form Year Leader. Mr McLaughlin will now take up the position of Head of
English at The King’s School in Grantham.
Mr Walsh joined the School in 2018 as a teacher of physics. Since then he founded the XV Wallington Scout Troop as
Scout Leader and was House Master of Woodcote. Mr Walsh will be moving to teach at London Oratory, his childhood

school.
Mr Beadle joined the School in 2019 as a teacher of religious studies and philosophy whilst covering for Mrs Jennings
during her maternity leave. He played a key role in supporting School debating and will be moving onto St Bede’s to
continue teaching Religious Studies.
Miss Hacket joined the School in 2019 covering for Mrs Wedell as Subject Leader of Drama during her maternity leave.
Miss Hacket led this year’s School production of Oliver with great distinction and supported numerous other productions
and trips. Miss Hacket will be moving to become Head of Department at Southend School for Boys.
Miss Oram joined the School in 2019 as a teacher of art whilst covering for Ms Musselbrook during her maternity leave.
She also led our photography society. She will now be moving to St Bonaventure's to continue teaching art.

Miss Petraru joined the School in 2019 as a chemistry technician. She will now be going on to study for a Masters in
chemistry.

We also wish a very warm welcome to the following staff who have either already joined us this term or will be doing so
in September:
Mr C Barclay (Teacher of Maths – Maternity Cover) joined WCGS in March 2020. He gained his MSc from Imperial
College London before embarking on a career in Finance. Mr Barclay completed his PGCE at the Institute of
Education. He counts economics, politics, Latin American culture and history amongst his interests.
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Mr A Brown (English) completed his BA in English Literature at the University of St. Andrews before embarking on his
PGCE at the University of Roehampton. Mr Brown completed his first teaching placement at WCGS and joins us from
Blenheim High School. He is keen to lead some of our extra-curricular provision.
Mr T Beales (PE Technician) completed his degree in Physical Education at the University of Chichester before
commencing his PGCE. Mr Beales has played both tennis and cricket at district level but counts his main sport as
Table Tennis in which he has competed nationally.
Mr D Connor (Assistant Subject Leader of Maths) studied for his BSc in Computer Science at the University of
Glasgow before completing his PGCE. He joins us from Sutton Grammar School. In his spare time Mr Connor is an
avid theatregoer and is re-learning how to use the keyboard.
Miss L Corbett (Food Technician) joined WCGS in September 2019 having previously worked as a nanny. She enjoys
cooking for her family in her spare time.
Mr M Girvan has been appointed Sixth Form Private Study Coordinator & Cover Supervisor. Mr Girvan gained his
Masters in the Sociology of Sport and Exercise from the University of Chester. He enjoys a vast range of sports
including cricket, football and cycling in his spare time as well as a life-long love of reading.
Miss A Gubby (Catering Assistant) joined the WCGS Café in September 2019 having previously worked at St John C
of E Primary School in Caterham. She likes to spend time with her family in her spare time.
Mr B Hennah was appointed Curriculum Support Officer & Sports Coach in February 2020 having previously worked

as the WCGS PE Technician.
Miss A Husain was appointed WCGS Finance Officer in March 2020 having previously worked at Foresters Primary
School. She undertakes voluntary work and likes to spend time with her family in her spare time.
Mrs V Jackson joins WCGS as a Chemistry Technician from John Fisher School. Mrs Jackson gained her BSc in
Applied Biology at the University of East London. She is a keen gardener and has been tending the plants and flowers
around the WCGS site since 2015.
Mr M Lootfun (Teacher of Physics) gained his MSc in Physics from the University of Kent before commencing his
PGCE at the Institute of Education. Mr Lootfun joins us from Woodford County High School. He counts sports,
astrophotography and voluntary work amongst his interests.
Mrs M Ngobi (Teacher of Music with Maths – Maternity Cover) studied for her BA in Music at the University of Oxford

before commencing her PGCE at the University of Buckingham. Mrs Ngobi joins us from Kingston Grammar
School. She enjoys cooking and baking in her spare time.
Mrs K Patel (Teacher of Biology) gained her BSc in Genetics from Queen Mary University before embarking on a
successful career as a Biotechnology Analyst. She completed her training with Sutton SCITT. She enjoys spending
time with her family on long nature walks and cycling and is a keen yoga and meditation enthusiast.
Mrs K Sanchez (Learning Support Assistant) joined WCGS in December 2019. She joins the SEN Department
part-time having gained a number of years’ experience supporting primary students. She enjoys baking and
swimming.
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Mrs G Tanner (Teacher of Drama) studied at the Webber Douglas Academy of Dramatic Art before undertaking her PGCE
from Goldsmiths University. She plays netball in her spare time and has twice run the London Marathon to raise funds for
Starlight.
Mrs Xiaoming Zhong (Teacher of Computer Science) completed her MSc in Computer Science at the University of Oxford
before undertaking her PGCE at University College London.

Thank you to all staff, students, parents, alumni and friends for their support in such an unusual year.

Per Ardua ad Summa
Jamie Bean
Headmaster

The 16th Wallington - a new leader!
The 16th Wallington held its final meeting of the academic year on Thursday 9th July. A fun packed meeting began with an
enjoyable look back at the tasks and challenges that had been completed since the emergence of the Great Indoor
programme. Lakshin’s demonstration of local knowledge through a highly detailed map, Stepan’s story that had many
paths depending on a dice roll, and Samarth’s ‘Pacman Pixel Art’ (see right), represent only a
small element of the fantastic effort involved! We can also not forget Saijeevan’s amazing (and
working!) hot air balloon! A scavenger hunt quickly ensued with points awarded to the patrols

that found the greatest number of items in (and around!) the home. How quickly can you conjure
up a slice of buttered toast? For Subidsan it was ninety seconds!

With the above challenges demonstrated, badges were awarded for their participation as a whole, ranging from a Stage
One ‘consistent effort’ award to Stage Three, the most prestigious where you’ve shared what you’ve learned with
someone else that can be used to help make the world a little better. This top award was presented to Srinath Nair for
impeccable high standards of himself, and, teaching others the core values of Scouting. And indeed, teaching his family
and friends how to tie various knots as well!
After the awards were cheerfully given, a handover began to Joe Nicholson, the new scout leader of the 16th Wallington
from September. Pictured above teaching the troop how to tie a reef knot. The Falcon, Harrier, Eagle and Hawk patrols

will resonate off Joe’s enthusiasm for the movement, and continue to flourish with the inclusion of year seven next year.
In the words of scouting: “Be Prepared!”
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Year 10 Virtual Work Experience
Due to circumstances beyond our control, Year 10 students were unable to go out on
physical work experience. Our work experience partner, Changing Education, was able to
provide students with a virtual offer instead...

From the 29th of June, Year 10 students were to spend two weeks at various companies experiencing the world of work.
However, due to the current conditions, physical work experience has been cancelled.
During Virtual Work Experience Program. Students of WCGS were taken on an educational journey on their “dream
job”, their future finances and the skills they would have to develop and nurture to work for their sector. With the help of
“Springpod,” a free careers network, students were able to watch different interactive career broadcasts which helped
us to further explore different careers from professionals in the field. While the work experience may not have been the
same as working in a company, this was just right to help us decide what we want to achieve in the future.
Each day, three new activities were set for us to complete. Usually, activity 1 was a video on a particular career and how
it is to work there. Activity 2 was always a worksheet task which required us to research our dream job, work on our CV
or to organise our future finances. The third activity usually was an interactive broadcast on Springpod where we would
learn from people in different careers which helped us to comprehend the lifestyle implications of that particular career.
Overall, it was a unique experience where we were able to fully understand the world of work from a broader
perspective.
By Sulaiman Galaria
I have learnt much from virtual work experience as there
are many successful workers talking about their past and
giving constructive advice, which we can learn from. There
are also many different apprenticeships I would have not
found easily showing how useful Springpod really is.

One of my favourite talks was about Dan Marsh, he worked
part-time at an Apple store before becoming a Higher
Apprentice with Lloyds Banking Group and is now an
Executive Manager. He revealed how he started to adapt
to his surroundings and that although he did not go to
university, he made the right decision as he leant more
from the business sector. He also talks about the
enjoyment of making a big difference to the world and the
importance of helping charities. He also mentioned that he
was not the smartest, but he was surrounded by people
who were knowledgeable in their roles, so he was able to
learn from others and then pass on knowledge. There is
often uncertainty at the start of doing a job, but
curiosity will show your interest and if you can get answers
to your questions this will often benefit you. He did not

have work experience in the business or technology sector
but learnt his skills from volunteering and at school; this
shows how achieving the skillset is more important than the
work experience itself. Different and unique is better than
books and being in the crowd with no new and innovative
ideas.
What I have learnt is to try and be open to different
career paths and that everyone is different so there are
different jobs for different people. Also, you can start in a
small business, you do not have to work at international
companies straight away. I want to get involved in future
technology and business, perhaps as a manager in a
company and being more open increases the likelihood of
becoming successful. The reality is that if you try and
seize opportunities you can be more successful than if you
are smart but do not try. All I need to do is focus on what I
am good at and what I enjoy.,

By Navienth Eswaran

Remote Clubs and Societies
Our Clubs and Societies have continued remotely since Lockdown under the leadership of Mr Barwick.
New clubs have been formed as recently as last week, huge thanks to all staff and students who have
contributed and attended these Clubs and Societies, you can find out more about some of them on the following pages.
Apologies that there was not space to include more highlights or feature every club.
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Debating Society Highlights

Max Husaini (Y10) and Jack Barwell (L6) competed in the London Online Debating Competition and
took the bronze medal.
Our team of Max Husaini (Y10) and Jack Barwell (L6) debated in two rounds, asking whether we should tear down statues of
those who had committed acts of racism in the past, and whether we should hold social media companies legally accountable
for content published on their sites.
The boys came second in their first round, convincingly putting across the point that to destroy monuments could be seen as a
tokenistic move which fails to confront the darker chapters of history, while failing to engage with the prejudice of the present.
They then went on to win their second round, convincing us all of the need for a unified crackdown on hateful and disturbing
content on platforms without traditional borders.
Due to their impressive placing in both rounds, and their high speaker points, our boys went on to take the bronze medal in
the competition. Schools they defeated include Benendon, South Hampstead High School, Godolphin and Latymer, Putney
High School, Kingston Grammar School, International School of Los Angeles, and Sierra Canyon High School Los Angeles. This
is, quite simply, a testament to their commitment and eagerness to improve throughout the year- even during the substantial
challenges of lockdown.
Miss Boland and Mr Beadle are incredibly proud of them, both for this achievement and all the hard work behind it.
A fantastic achievement!

Virtual Employability Event
This was publicised to Year 11 and Sixth Form students, attendance was
voluntary and a total of eleven students attended over two days. REED and ASK
Apprenticeships worked in partnership to deliver sessions on,



recognising strengths



interview skills and



practical ways to boost your employability.

Students had a chance to ask questions at the end and on Friday, students heard
from a Degree Apprentice at BT.
Feedback from students was positive, if you were unable to attend but would
like to see the presentations, please ask Mrs Lenaghan.

Space Exploration Society Highlights
Corey Welsher presented to over a dozen members on the topic of Apollo 13.
Saijeevan Shanmugathasan in year 7 gave an excellent interactive talk on the topic
"Inside SpaceX"
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Distinguished Alumni on the WCGS website

We are pleased to have launched the Distinguished Alumni page on our website this week. Featured Alumni are those
for whom we have been able to obtain additional information either from the alumnus directly or close friends and
relatives. On the page you can discover,
who joined Surrey County Cricket Club and set a new world record only two years after,
whose TED talk was voted by The Telegraph as one of the 10 best ever,
who, after starting a geography degree at Cambridge, changed his mind and completed an economics degree in just
two years,
who is now a Chief Executive Officer but started his working life as an apprentice.
If you are aware of an Old Boy or Girl who deserves a place on this list or have more information about those listed,
please get in touch.

Junior Hutchins Society, KS3 Essay Competition
Students got to choose one of the following options for their entry, with Amazon vouchers up for
grabs!
Topics:
1) "Politicians like Johnson and Trump whose actions or lack of action during the pandemic have led to unavoidable deaths
should be prosecuted for manslaughter." To what extent do you agree?
2) "In difficult times literature offers escapism, but little of practical value." To what extent do you agree?
3) "Historians will see the years post the fall of the Berlin Wall (1991) as being a story of decline in the West, not progress."
To what extent do you agree?
4) "We're being guided by the Science." Is Science more valuable than the Arts and Humanities?
5) "The academic subject most important by the time my generation leave school will be..." Justify why.
Winners were chosen by Mr Jones and Nick Marshall, new Vice Captain for Clubs and Societies,
1. Ryan Patil - The essay powerfully argues that the sciences and humanities all have one root, coexisting with one
another to create the world we live in today like a tree with intertwined branches.
2. Yusuf Haque - An immediately engaging read that appropriately uses past and current events to apply both the
sciences and humanities to the world we live in.
3. Fraser Osborne - A good, impartial stance on the argument that takes away the bias from imposing legal action on
politicians.
Congratulations!

The Economics of Discrimination
The death of George Floyd has sparked protests and led to a renewed focus on racism in both the USA and the UK. With
exams being postponed due to the coronavirus outbreak Year 12 economics students were able to look in depth at the
economics of both racial and gender discrimination. We started by examining why conventional economic theory

suggests there should not be discrimination in society and then exploring why the data shows such large gaps in wealth,
income and employment between racial and gender groups. There was then a brief review of the economic implications
of policies to redress discrimination such as affirmative action and reparations. During A-Level Economics students only
have to explicitly learn about four economists- Adam Smith, Karl Marx, John Maynard Keynes and Friedrich Hayek- four
dead white males. To give students an insight into a range of other views each student was assigned a female and/or
ethnic minority economist to research and feed back to the group. Students studied economists such as Dambisa Moyo,
Kate Raworth, Amartya Sen and Ha-Joon Chang discussing issues such as the effectiveness of foreign aid, the
sustainability of capitalism, how to measure human development and whether a free market actually exists.
Students reported that studying this has given them new insight into a complex topic and has shown that economics is a
subject for everyone.
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Cooking Society Highlights

Charlie Zhang's delicious homemade burgers following Gordon Ramsay's recipe, Sulaiman Galaria creates
and names The Ultimate Dessert, Faran Ahmad got grilling on the BBQ, Ewan Pickering made chocolate
muffins and Mr Legg baked some very delicious looking cornflake biscuits . Match the description with the
picture!

Dr Who Society Highlights
Barnaby Downer, William Frost and Noah Findell have been leading the sessions every Monday. Barnaby Downer has
delivered three talks including ‘The Technology Used in Dr Who’ A lot of effort has been put into presentations that have
stimulated much discussion and been thoroughly enjoyed by the core group of students who attend every week, their
attitude and enthusiasm has been exemplary.

Taskmaster Society Highlights
Dinesh Raja won the task of 're-enacting a historical event' with

Football Manager Society Highlights

his superb stop motion video: 'The Story of Benz and the Motor

Just like Liverpool, Arron Sayer celebrated
winning the league ,

Car'

"We are the champions, WE ARE THE
CHAMPIONS! - We won the league with a few
games to go, and we ended up with 102 points.
Unfortunately, our unbeaten home run ended
with a defeat to Scunthorpe. I wanted 0 home
defeats but 2 will have to do.”
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